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Abstract
For spacelike stationary (i.e. zero mean curvature) surfaces in 4-dimensional
Lorentz space, one can naturally introduce two Gauss maps and a Weierstrass-type
representation. In this paper we investigate the global geometry of such surfaces
systematically. The total Gaussian curvature is related with the surface topology
as well as the indices of the so-called good singular ends by a Gauss-Bonnet type
formula. On the other hand, as shown by a family of counter-examples to Osserman’s
theorem, finite total curvature no longer implies that Gauss maps extend to the ends.
Interesting examples include the deformations of the classical catenoid, the helicoid,
the Enneper surface, and Jorge-Meeks’ k-noids. Each family of these generalizations
includes embedded examples in the 4-dimensional Lorentz space, showing a sharp
contrast with the 3-dimensional case.
Keywords: stationary surface, minimal surface, Weierstrass representation,
Gauss map, finite total curvature, embedding
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1 Introduction
Zero mean curvature spacelike surfaces in 4-dimensional Lorentz space R41 include
classical minimal surfaces in R3 and maximal surfaces in R31 as special cases. They
are no longer local minimizer or maximizer of the area functional. Hence we call
them stationary surfaces which are always assumed to be spacelike in this paper.
We became interested in this topic when studying several surface classes aris-
ing from variational problems in Mo¨bius geometry and Laguerre geometry [24, 34].
After reducing our original problems to stationary surfaces in R41, we searched the
literature and found very few papers on this general case, which contrasted sharply
to the rich theory and deep results on minimal surfaces in R3 (see the recent survey
[27]) and maximal surfaces in R31 [33].
This situation motivated us to extend the general theory about the global ge-
ometry and topology of minimal surfaces in R3 to these stationary surfaces in R41.
As a preparation, in Section 2 we introduce the basic invariants, equations, and the
Weierstrass type representation formula in terms of two meromorphic functions φ,ψ
(corresponding to two Gauss maps, namely the two lightlike normal directions) and
a holomorphic 1-form dh (the height differential). These are quite similar to the
theory of minimal surfaces in R3.
However, stationary surfaces have quite different global geometry. According to
the classical Osserman’s theorem, a complete minimal surface in R3 with finite total
Gaussian curvature always has a well-defined limit of the Gauss map at each end.
In contrast with this, in Section 3 we construct complete stationary surfaces with
finite total curvature whose Gauss maps φ,ψ both have an essential singularity at
one of the ends (hence the Weierstrass data could not extend analytically to the
whole compactified Riemann surface).
Moreover, the behavior of the ends in R41 is more complicated. There might exist
the so-called singular end where the limits of the two lightlike normal directions
coincide. In terms of the Weierstrass data φ,ψ, at the end we have φ = ψ¯. When
they take this limit value with the same multiplicity, the total Gaussian curvature
will diverge. Such an end is called bad singular end. In the other case we define an
index for every good singular end. These are discussed in Section 4. We then derive
a Gauss-Bonnet type theorem in Section 5 for algebraic stationary surfaces (i.e.
the Weierstrass data extend to meromorphic functions/forms on compact Riemann
surfaces) without bad singular ends. This generalizes the Jorge-Meeks formula in
R3 and provides a cornerstone for constructing various examples with given global
behavior.
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Although there are rich examples of minimal surfaces in R3 locally, it is surpris-
ing that under global assumptions like completeness, embeddedness together with
the topological type of the underlying surface, usually there are very few examples.
This is one of the most attractive features of this research field. Here we just men-
tion three most famous uniqueness results in R3 as below.
Theorem (Schoen [32]): A complete, connected minimal surfaces in R3 with two
embedded ends and finite total curvature is a catenoid.
Theorem (Lopez-Ros theorem [22]): Complete, embedded minimal surfaces in R3
with genus 0 and finite total curvature are planes and catenoids.
Theorem (Meeks and Rosenberg [25]): The helicoid is the only non-flat, properly
embedded, simply connected, complete minimal surfaces in R3.
In R41, is the embeddedness condition still a strong restriction on the existence
of global examples? The answer is negative.
From Section 6 to Section 8 we generalize classical minimal surfaces like the
catenoid, the helicoid, the Enneper surface, and Jorge-Meeks’ k-noids. Each class
includes embedded examples in R41. Thus embeddedness is not so restrictive for
stationary surfaces in R41. In particular, many uniqueness theorems for completely
embedded minimal surfaces in R3 do not generalize to our case. As to Schoen’s
theorem, this is shown by our Example 6.5 which is a graph over a punctured plane;
for Lopez-Ros theorem and Meeks-Rosenberg theorem, this is shown by the existence
of embedded Enneper type surfaces (see Example 8.1 and Proposition 8.4).
The reader might think that in such a codimension-2 case it would be easy to
deform any surface and avoid self-intersection. But one should keep in mind that
stationary surfaces are rigid objects whose global behavior is determined by a small
piece. Even though one can deform it locally, there are strong global restrictions
such as being spacelike and complete. Besides these considerations, transversal
intersection is still possible which could not be eliminated by small perturbation.
Thus the existence of many complete and embedded examples in R41 is a non-trivial
fact. It is a very interesting question whether one can establish some uniqueness
theorem under the assumption of embedding in this new context. See discussions in
Section 9 among other open problems.
It is worth pointing out that, at the beginning the classical theory of minimal sur-
faces motivated the generalization to other manifolds, like a series works on minimal
surfaces and CMC surfaces in S2 ×R,H2 ×R, and other homogeneous 3-manifolds
[31, 26, 8]; however, at a later stage, this development might provide new insight
and tools for the original topics in R3. One evidence is the recent work by Hoffman,
Traizet, and White [15, 16]. In these two preprints, based on the properties of he-
licoidal minimal surfaces in S2 × R, they are able to construct helicoidal minimal
surfaces in R3 with prescribed genus. Our hope is that the study of stationary sur-
faces in R41 might reward us in a similar manner in the future.
In the final part of this introduction, we would like to mention some previous
works on stationary surfaces which are also important motivation to our work. Es-
tudillo and Romero [10] considered the exceptional value problem for the normal
directions and established certain Bernstein type theorems for complete stationary
surfaces in Rn1 . Al´ıas and Palmer [2] dealt with curvature properties of such surfaces
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in R41. The Weierstrass type representation in R
4
1 should also be known already. It
seems quite natural to extend from minimal surfaces in R3 to our case by using the
classical method systematically. What puzzled and surprised us is that nobody did
this before (to the best of our knowledge). The main reasons might be as follows.
First, according to our observation, there do exist richer phenomenon and new
difficulties in R41. The Osserman’s theorem fails, and the singular ends as well as the
problem of solving the equation φ = ψ¯ are new challenges not so easy to overcome.
Second, as pointed out at the beginning, the stability property of stationary
surfaces in R41 is bad. People might not have great interest in considering a surface
class without much physical significance. (Yet under suitable restrictions on the
allowed variations, there are still stability results. See Palmer’s work [1],[30].)
Last but not least, the embedding problem becomes more difficult, and in the
4-dimensional case we lose the geometric intuition and the beautiful pictures which
are always so attractive in the 3-space. For the purpose of visualization, one may
take a slice (i.e. the intersection of x(M) with a 3-space x4 = 0 or x3 = 0), or a
projection to such 3-spaces. But neither of them is satisfactory.
Acknowledgement We thank the referee for helpful suggestions which improve
our exposition. This work is supported by the the Project 10771005 and the Project
10901006 of National Natural Science Foundation of China.
2 Weierstrass Representation
Let x : M2 → R41 be an oriented complete spacelike surface in 4-dimensional Lorentz
space with local complex coordinate z = u + iv and zero mean curvature H = 0.
The Lorentz inner product 〈·, ·〉 is given by
〈x,x〉 = x21 + x22 + x23 − x24.
The induced Riemannian metric is ds2 = e2ω|dz|2 on M . Hence
〈xz,xz〉 = 0, 〈xz,xz¯〉 = 1
2
e2ω.
Choose null vectors y,y∗ in the normal plane at each point such that
〈y,y〉 = 〈y∗,y∗〉 = 0, 〈y,y∗〉 = 1, det{xu,xv,y,y∗} > 0 .
Such frames {y, y∗} are determined up to a scaling
{y, y∗} → {λy, λ−1y∗} (1)
for some non-zero real-valued function λ. After projection, we obtain two well-
defined maps
[y], [y∗] : M → S2 ∼= {[v] ∈ RP 3|〈v,v〉 = 0}.
The target space is usually called the projective light-cone, which is well-known to
be homeomorphic to the 2-sphere. By analogy to R3, we call them the Gauss maps
of the spacelike surface x in R41.
The structure equations are derived under the complex frame {xz ,xz¯,y,y∗}:
xzz = 2ωz xz +Ω
∗ y +Ω y∗, (2)
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xzz¯ = 0, (3)
yz = α y − 2e−2ωΩ xz¯, (4)
y∗z = −α y∗ − 2e−2ωΩ∗ xz¯. (5)
Here Ω , 〈xzz,y〉,Ω∗ , 〈xzz,y∗〉 are only quasi-invariants (since they are defined
only up to a scaling (1)) whose geometric meaning is similar to the usual Hopf
differential. αdz , 〈yz,y∗〉dz gives the connection 1-form of the normal bundle.
Note that equation (3) means x is still a vector-valued harmonic function, which
is equivalent to the condition H = 0 (zero mean curvature).
The integrability equations are:
K = −4e−2ωωzz¯ = −4e−4ω(ΩΩ∗ + Ω¯Ω∗) , (6)
Ωz¯ − α¯Ω = Ω∗z¯ + α¯Ω∗ = 0 , (7)
K⊥ = −2i · e−2ω(αz¯ − α¯z) = −4i · e−4ω(ΩΩ∗ − Ω¯Ω∗) . (8)
Here K,K⊥ denote the Gaussian curvature and the normal curvature, respectively.
The equations (6) and (8) may be combined into a single formula:
−K + iK⊥ = 8e−4ωΩΩ∗ . (9)
Together with (7), it follows that
∆ ln(−K + iK⊥) = −4K + 2K⊥i , (10)
where ∆ , 4e−2ω ∂
2
∂z∂z¯ is the usual Laplacian operator with respect to ds
2. (Similar
formulas have appeared in [2].)
The assumption of zero mean curvature implies that the two Gauss maps [y], [y∗] :
M → S2 are conformal, i.e.
〈yz,yz〉 = 〈y∗z ,y∗z〉 = 0 ,
by (4) (5). In particular, they induce opposite orientations on the target space S2
according to the observation in [34]. Assume that [y] is given by a meromorphic
function φ = φ1+iφ2 : M → C∪{∞}, and [y∗] is given by the complex conjugation
of a meromorphic function, i.e. ψ¯ = ψ1 − iψ2 :M → C ∪ {∞}.
Since [y] 6= [y∗] at any point, we have φ 6= ψ¯ over M and they do not have poles
at the same regular point. Denote
φ− ψ¯ = ρeiθ, ρ > 0 . (11)
Then we can write
y =
√
2
ρ
(
φ1, φ2,
1− |φ|2
2
,
1 + |φ|2
2
)
, (12)
y∗ = −
√
2
ρ
(
ψ1,−ψ2, 1− |ψ|
2
2
,
1 + |ψ|2
2
)
. (13)
Since φz¯ = ψz¯ = 0, by a direct calculation we have
α = 〈yz,y∗〉 = iθz, (14)
yz − αy = − 1√
2ρ2
e−iθφz
(
φ¯+ ψ¯, i(φ¯− ψ¯), 1 − φ¯ψ¯, 1 + φ¯ψ¯
)
, (15)
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y∗z + αy
∗ = − 1√
2ρ2
eiθψz
(
φ¯+ ψ¯, i(φ¯− ψ¯), 1− φ¯ψ¯, 1 + φ¯ψ¯
)
. (16)
Comparing (4) with (15), we see that the holomorphic vector-valued 1-form xz is
parallel to the meromorphic vector-valued function(
φ+ ψ,−i(φ− ψ), 1 − φψ, 1 + φψ
)
.
Thus there exists a meromorphic differential dh such that
xzdz =
(
φ+ ψ,−i(φ − ψ), 1 − φψ, 1 + φψ
)
dh . (17)
Observe that dh is indeed a holomorphic 1-form, because it is the arithmetic average
of the third and the fourth components of xzdz by (17). Although it is not necessarily
an exact 1-form, according to the convention in this research field of minimal surfaces
we still denote it as dh and call it the height differential (see footnote 8 in [27]).
Finally, we derive a Weierstrass representation of stationary surface x :M → R41 :
x = 2 Re
∫ (
φ+ ψ,−i(φ− ψ), 1 − φψ, 1 + φψ
)
dh. (18)
in terms of two meromorphic functions φ,ψ and a holomorphic 1-form dh.
Remark 2.1. When φ ≡ −1/ψ, the above formula (18) yields a minimal surface in
R3 and we recover the classical Weierstrass representation. When φ ≡ 1/ψ, one
obtains the Weierstrass representation for a maximal surface in R31. When φ or ψ
is constant, without loss of generality (see Remark 2.3 and (19)) we may assume
ψ ≡ 0. After integration we get x3−x4 = constant, hence x is a zero mean curvature
surface in a 3-space R30 (which is endowed with a degenerate inner product). Thus
all these classical cases are included as special cases of our generalized Weierstrass
type representation.
Definition 2.2. Similar to the case of minimal surfaces in R3, we call φ,ψ the
Gauss maps of x, and dh the height differential.
Remark 2.3. It is important to consider the effect of a Lorentz isometry of R41 on
the Weierstrass data, which will be frequently used to simplify the construction of
examples, and to reduce the general situation to some special cases. Observe that the
induced action on the projective light-cone is nothing but a Mo¨bius transformation
on S2, or just a fractional linear transformation on CP 1 = C ∪ {∞} given by A =(
a b
c d
)
with a, b, c, d ∈ C, ad−bc = 1. The Gauss maps φ,ψ and the height differential
dh transform as below:
φ⇒ aφ+ b
cφ+ d
, ψ ⇒ a¯ψ + b¯
c¯ψ + d¯
, dh⇒ (cφ + d)(c¯ψ + d¯)dh . (19)
Theorem 2.4. Given a holomorphic 1-form dh and two meromorphic functions
φ,ψ : M → C ∪ {∞} globally defined on a Riemann surface M , assume that they
satisfy the regularity conditions (1),(2) and the period condition (3) as below:
(1) φ 6= ψ¯ on M and their poles do not coincide;
(2) The zeros of dh coincide with the poles of φ or ψ with the same order;
(3) Along any closed path the periods satisfy∮
γ
φdh = −
∮
γ
ψdh, Re
∮
γ
dh = 0 = Re
∮
γ
φψdh . (20)
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Then (18) defines a stationary surface x :M → R41.
Conversely, every stationary surface x : M → R41 can be represented as (18) in
terms of such φ, ψ and dh over a (necessarily non-compact) Riemann surface M .
Instead of proving the theorem, which is easy and similar to the case of minimal
surfaces in R3, we provide a detailed explanation of conditions (1), (2). For a
stationary surface constructed by (17), we find the metric
e2ω|dz|2 = 〈xz,xz¯〉|dz|2 = 2|φ− ψ¯|2|dh|2 . (21)
Thus φ 6= ψ¯ when the values φ(z), ψ(z) are finite. The exceptional case is at the
poles of φ or ψ, which is equivalent to the previous situation, since we could take
any point on S2 to be the north pole up a rotation, or equivalently, take any point
to be ∞ ∈ CP 1 up to a linear fractional transformation as in (19). So φ,ψ would
not have poles at the same point on M . This explains the condition (1). Condition
(2) is self-evident by (21). (The geometric interpretation for φ 6= ψ¯ is that [y], [y∗]
are distinct at each regular point as pointed out before (11).)
In R3, condition (1) is satisfied automatically since we have φ = − 1ψ which is
never equal to ψ¯. The two lightlike normal vectors corresponding to them are given
by (n,±1) ∈ R41 where n is the unit normal vector in R3.
By contrast, a typical global phenomenon for maximal surfaces in R31 is the
existence of singularities [19, 33]. The best-known example is the catenoid in R31
given by (18) with
φ = z, ψ =
1
z
, dh =
dz
z
, M = C\{0}. (22)
By integration we obtain a rotational maximal surface x = (x1, x2, x3, x4) with√
x21 + x
2
2 = sinh(x4), x3 = 0.
Compared to the catenoid in R3, this example is peculiar in that it has a cone-like
singularity, which corresponds to the locus |z| = 1 where φ = ψ¯.
Next let us express the geometrical quantities of stationary surface x : M → R41
in terms of the Weierstrass data φ,ψ and dh = h′(z)dz. By (4), (5), (15), (16), (17),
and (21) we obtain
Ω =
1√
2
e−iθh′(z)φz , Ω∗ =
1√
2
eiθh′(z)ψz . (23)
Together with (9) we have
−K + iK⊥ = 4e−4ωe−2iθ|h′(z)|2φzψ¯z¯ = 4e−2ω φzψ¯z¯
(φ− ψ¯)2 = ∆ ln(φ− ψ¯) . (24)
So we derive an extremely important formula for the total Gaussian and normal
curvature over a compact stationary surface M with boundary ∂M :∫
M
(−K + iK⊥)dM =
∫
M
4φzψ¯z¯
(φ− ψ¯)2du ∧ dv = 2i
∫
M
φzψ¯z¯
(φ− ψ¯)2dz ∧ dz¯
= −2i
∫
∂M
φz
φ− ψ¯dz = −2i
∫
∂M
ψ¯z¯
φ− ψ¯dz¯.
(25)
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Remark 2.5. It is easy to see that K⊥ ≡ 0 when x is contained in a 3-dimensional
subspace. By Remark 2.1 we deduce that
• K ≤ 0 for minimal surfaces in R3;
• K ≥ 0 for maximal surfaces in R31;
• K ≡ 0 for zero mean curvature surfaces in R30.
These facts are well-known. For more on curvature properties of complete stationary
surfaces, see [2]. We emphasize that in general the Gaussian curvature K does not
have a fixed sign. Hence the improper integral
∫
M KdM is meaningful only when it
is absolutely convergent.
Remark 2.6. The complex integral
∫
M (−K + iK⊥)dM is very important. We say
that x :M → R41 has finite total curvature if this integral converges absolutely, i.e.,∫
M
| −K + iK⊥|dM < +∞
This implies finite total Gaussian curvature
∫
M |K|dM < +∞. But we do not know
whether the converse is true.
Convention: In this paper, we always assume that neither of φ,ψ is a constant
unless it is stated otherwise. According to Remark 2.1, that means we have ruled out
the trivial case of stationary surfaces in R30. We always consider oriented stationary
surfaces. The theory and examples of non-orientable stationary surfaces are treated
in another paper [23].
3 Finite total curvature and essential singularities
Recall that a significant class of minimal surfaces in R3 is those complete ones with
finite total Gaussian curvature, i.e.,∫
M
|K|dM = −
∫
M
KdM < +∞.
The importance of this condition relies on the following classical result.
Theorem 3.1. Let (M,ds2) be a non-compact surface with a complete metric. Sup-
pose
∫
M |K|dM < +∞. Then we have the following conclusion.
(1) (Huber[17]) There is a compact Riemann surface M such that M as a Rie-
mann surface is conformal to M\{p1, p2, · · · , pr}.
(2) (Osserman[29]) When M is a minimal surface in R3 with the induced metric
ds2, the Gauss map G = φ = −1/ψ and the height differential dh extend to each
end pj analytically.
(3) (Jorge and Meeks [18]) As in (1) and (2), suppose minimal surface M → R3
has r ends and M is the compactification with genus g. The total curvature is related
with these topological invariants via the Jorge-Meeks formula:
∫
M
KdM = 2π

2− 2g − r − r∑
j=1
dj

 , (26)
Here dj +1 equals to the highest order of the pole of xzdz at pj , and dj is called the
multiplicity at the end pj.
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Huber’s conclusion (1) means that
finite total curvature =⇒ finite topology,
which is a purely intrinsic result. In particular, this is valid also for stationary
surfaces in R41.
As to the extrinsic geometry of a minimal surface M2 → R3 with finite total
curvature, Osserman’s result (2) shows that we have a nice control over its behavior
at infinity. To our surprise, this is no longer true in R41. In particular we have
counterexamples given below:
Example 3.2 (Mk,a with essential singularities and finite total curvature). The
Weierstrass data is given by
Mk,a ∼= C− {0}, φ = zkeaz , ψ = −e
az
zk
, dh = e−azdz . (27)
where integer k and real number a satisfy k ≥ 2, 0 < a < π2 .
Proposition 3.3. Each of the stationary surfaces Mk,a in Examples 3.2 is a reg-
ular, complete stationary surface with two ends at z = 0,∞ satisfying the period
conditions. Moreover the total curvature converges absolutely with∫
M
KdM = −4πk ,
∫
M
K⊥dM = 0 . (28)
Proof. First let us verify the regularity condition. The zero of φ and the pole of ψ
coincide at z = 0 with the same multiplicity. At z = ∞, φ and ψ have essential
singularities. Except these two points, φ,ψ are holomorphic nonzero functions, and
we need only to show φ 6= ψ¯ on C−{0}. Suppose φ(z) = ψ(z) for some z 6= 0. Using
(27) and comparing the norms we see |z| = 1. Let z = eiθ for some θ ∈ [0, 2π). Then
the equation φ(z) = ψ(z) is reduced to
e2ai sin θ = −1,
which has no real solutions for θ when 0 < a < π2 . This proves our first assertion.
Second, the period conditions are obviously satisfied, since any of
dh = e−azdz, φψdh = −eazdz, φdh = zkdz, ψdh = −z−kdz
have no residues (note that k ≥ 2).
Third, the metric of Mk,a is complete by the following simple estimation:
ds = |φ− ψ¯||dh| = |zk + (z¯)−kea(z¯−z)||dz| ∼
{ |z|−k|dz|, (z → 0);
|z|k|dz|, (z →∞). (29)
Finally we estimate the absolute total curvature:∫
C
| −K + iK⊥|dM = 2i
∫
C
|φzψ¯z¯|
|φ− ψ¯|2dz ∧ dz¯
= 2i
∫
C
|az + k||k − az|∣∣zk+1 + zz¯−kea(z¯−z)∣∣2dz ∧ dz¯.
When r = |z| → 0 the integrand is almost the same as k2r2k−1drdθ with respect to
the polar coordinate; when r = |z| → ∞ we have a similar estimation as r1−2kdrdθ.
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Since k ≥ 2, each of these two improper integral converges when r → 0 or r → ∞,
respectively. Thus the total curvature integral converges absolutely.
To find the exact value of the integration, we approximate C by domains Ar,R ,
{0 < r ≤ |z| ≤ R}. Using Stokes theorem for Ar,R we obtain∫
Ar,R
(−K + iK⊥)dM = 2i
∫
Ar,R
φzψ¯z¯
(φ− ψ¯)2dz ∧ dz¯
= −2i
∮
|z|=R
φz
φ− ψ¯dz + 2i
∮
|z|=r
φz
φ− ψ¯dz ,
where
φz
φ− ψ¯ =
a+ k/z
1 + ea(z¯−z)/|z|2k .
When R → ∞ the first contour integral converges to −2i ∮|z|=R kzdz = 4πk. When
r → 0 the second contour integral converges to 0. This completes the proof to
Proposition 3.3 as well as the formula (28).
We can construct similar examples as below. The reader may compare this to
the generalized catenoid in Section 7 and the generalized Enneper-type surfaces in
Section 8.
Example 3.4 (The Enneper surface Ek,a with essential singularities). :
Ek,a ∼= C, φ = zkeaz, ψ = −e
az
zk
, dh = zke−azdz . (k ≥ 2, 0 < a < π/2)
Example 3.5 (The catenoid Ck,a with essential singularities). :
Ck,a ∼= C− {0}, φ = zkeaz , ψ = −e
az
zk
, dh =
e−az
zk
dz . (k ≥ 2, 0 < a < π/2)
Remark 3.6. When a = 0 in Example 3.4 we obtain the Enneper surfaces in R3
with higher dihedral symmetry. Similarly in Example 3.5 when a = 0, k = 1 we get
the classical catenoid in R3. So these examples might be regarded as deformations
of Enneper-type surfaces and the catenoid. When k = 1 and a 6= 0, it seems
that Example 3.4 and 3.5 provide new complete regular stationary surfaces in R41
with total curvature
∫
M KdM = −4π. Yet this is incorrect since the total Gaussian
curvature does not converge absolutely in this case (see the discussion after (29)).
In general, a minimal surface in R3 or a stationary surface in R41 is said to
be of algebraic type if there exists a compact Riemann surface M with M =
M\{p1, p2, · · · , pr} such that xzdz is a vector valued meromorphic form defined
on M . In other words, the Gauss map φ,ψ and height differential dh extend to
meromorphic functions/forms on M . For this surface class we may establish a
Gauss-Bonnet type formula similar to (26) (see Theorem 5.6) which involves the
indices of the so-called singular ends. This is discussed in the next two sections.
4 Singular ends
Let x : M → R41 be a complete stationary surface given by (18) with Weierstrass
data φ,ψ,dh. Its global geometry and topology is closely related with the behavior
at infinity, where we have a similar definition of (annular) ends like the case in R3.
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In this paper we always assume that the period condition (20) is satisfied at an
annular end unless it is stated otherwise.
At an end of x : M → R41, although one of the four components of x tends to∞,
the surface might still be incomplete due to the Lorentz-type metric of the ambient
space. The simplest example is as below:
φ = z−2, ψ = z−3, dh = dz. (30)
Using (18) (21), the reader can verify that the surface has an incomplete end at
z = ∞. Notice that at this end we have φ(∞) = ψ¯(∞) which is a typical case for
such examples.
In general, although φ 6= ψ¯ at any regular point of a stationary M → R41, it
might happen that φ = ψ¯ at one of the ends. In this case the total curvature (25)
involves an improper integral. On the other hand, when the total curvature is finite,
the worst case is that there are finite many such ends by Huber’s theorem. Thus we
restrict to consider isolated zeros of complex harmonic function φ− ψ¯ in this section.
(It is an annoying problem to solve the equation φ(z) − ψ¯(z) = 0 or to show
non-existence of solutions for given functions φ,ψ over a given Riemann surface M .
See Section 6 to 9 for examples and discussions.)
Below we always use D to denote a neighborhood of z = 0 on C and D is
homeomorphic to a disc. By D → {0} we mean any limit process, or a sequence of
smaller and smaller neighborhood · · · ⊃ Di ⊃ Di+1 ⊃ · · · whose intersection is {0}.
4.1 Two types of singular ends
Definition 4.1. Let x : D − {0} → R41 be an annular end of a regular stationary
surface (with boundary) whose Gauss maps φ and ψ extend to meromorphic functions
on D (namely, z = 0 is a removable singularity or a pole for both φ,ψ). It is called
a regular end when
φ(0) 6= ψ¯(0). (Thus φ(z) 6= ψ¯(z), ∀ z ∈ D.)
It is a singular end if φ(0) = ψ¯(0) where the value could be finite or ∞ (i.e., z = 0
is a pole of both φ and ψ). Such ends are divided into two classes depending on
whether functions φ, ψ¯ take the same value at z = 0 with the same multiplicity or
not. When the multiplicities are equal we call it a bad singular end. Otherwise it is
called a good singular end.
The total Gaussian curvature is finite around a regular end by (25). As to a
singular end, we may assume that φ = ψ¯ = 0 at z = 0. Without loss of generality
we may write it out more explicitly:
φ = zm + o(zm), ψ = bzn + o(zn)
for complex number b 6= 0 and positive integers m,n. Write z = reiθ with r ≥ 0 and
θ ∈ [0, 2π). At a good singular end m 6= n. Suppose m > n ≥ 1. Then by (25),∫
D
(−K + iK⊥)dM = 2i
∫
D
φzψ¯z¯
(φ− ψ¯)2dz ∧ dz¯
= −4
∫
D
rm+n−2(ei(m−1)θ + o(r))(e−i(n−1)θ + o(r))
r2n(be−i(n−1)θ + o(r)))2
rdrdθ→ 0. (D → {0})
This integral converges absolutely.
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Remark 4.2. In particular, by (25) we see that the line integral∮
∂D
φz
φ− ψ¯dz and
∮
∂D
ψ¯z¯
φ− ψ¯dz¯
both have well-defined limit when the neighborhood D → {0}.
If this is a bad singular end, m = n ≥ 1, then∫
D
(−K + iK⊥)dM = −4
∫
D
(
f(eiθ)
r
+ o
(
1
r
))
drdθ .
This integration does not converge absolutely. Moreover it does depend on the limit
process of D → {0}. As an explicit example, one can verify that the integral∫
∂A
dz
z − 2z¯ , A = {z|Re(z) ∈ (−a, a), Im(z) ∈ (−b, b)}
does depend on the choice of positive real numbers a, b. Hence by (25) the curvature
integral when φ(z) = z, ψ(z) = 2z is divergent around any neighborhood of z = 0.
In summary we have proved
Proposition 4.3. A singular end of a stationary surface x : D − {0} → R41 is
good if and only if the curvature integral (25) converges absolutely around this end.
Around a regular end or a good singular end, the two line integrals
∮
∂D
φz
φ−ψ¯dz and∮
∂D
ψ¯z¯
φ−ψ¯dz¯ has a well-defined limit when D → {0}.
Later we will see that there exist complete stationary surfaces of finite total
curvature with finite many good singular ends (see Example 6.10 and 6.11).
4.2 Index of a good singular end
To establish a Gauss-Bonnet type formula relating the total Gaussian curvature and
the topology for such surfaces we need to define the index of a good singular end.
This is equivalent to the usual index of a zero of the complex function φ−ψ¯ (suppose
at the end z = 0, φ(0) = ψ¯(0) 6=∞ without loss of generality).
Lemma 4.4. Denote Dε = {z||z| < ε}. Let m,n be non-negative integers. Then∮
∂Dε
d ln(zm − z¯n) =
{
2πi ·m, m < n;
−2πi · n, m > n. (31)
Proof. The result is trivial when m = 0 or n = 0. If m,n ≥ 1, we have∮
∂Dε
d ln(zm − z¯n) =
∮
∂Dε
mzm−1
zm − z¯n dz +
∮
∂Dε
−nz¯n−1
zm − z¯n dz¯ .
If m > n, lim
ε→0
∮
∂Dε
mzm−1
zm − z¯ndz = 0 , limε→0
∮
∂Dε
−nz¯n−1
zm − z¯ndz¯ = −n · 2πi .
If m < n, lim
ε→0
∮
∂Dε
mzm−1
zm − z¯n dz = m · 2πi , limε→0
∮
∂Dε
−nz¯n−1
zm − z¯n dz¯ = 0 .
Since the integral is independent to the choice of Dǫ, taking the limit ǫ → 0 we
obtain the result.
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Observe that according to Remark 4.2, all these integrals above has a well-
defined limit when we consider generic neighborhood Dp and general limit process
Dp → {p}. Moreover we can state our results in a more general way as below and
the proof is direct.
Lemma 4.5. Suppose p is an isolated zero of φ− ψ¯ in p’s neighborhood Dp, where
holomorphic functions φ and ψ take the value φ(p) = ψ(p) with multiplicity m and
n, respectively. Then we have:
If m > n, lim
Dp→{p}
∮
∂Dp
φz
φ− ψ¯dz = 0 , limDp→{p}
∮
∂Dp
ψ¯z¯
φ− ψ¯dz¯ = −n · 2πi .
If m < n, lim
Dp→{p}
∮
∂Dp
φz
φ− ψ¯dz = m · 2πi , limDp→{p}
∮
∂Dp
ψ¯z¯
φ− ψ¯dz¯ = 0 .
In particular,
1
2πi
∮
∂Dp
d ln(φ− ψ¯) =
{
m, m < n;
−n, m > n. (32)
These integer-valued topological invariants enable us to define two kinds of in-
dices at a good singular end x : Dp − {p} → R41.
Definition 4.6. The index of φ− ψ¯ at p (when φ,ψ are both holomorphic at p) is
indp(φ− ψ¯) , lim
Dp→{p}
1
2πi
∮
∂Dp
d ln(φ− ψ¯) . (33)
The absolute index of φ− ψ¯ at p is
ind+p (φ− ψ¯) ,
∣∣indp(φ− ψ¯)∣∣ . (34)
Remark 4.7. For a regular end our index is still meaningful with the value
ind = ind+ = 0.
So singular ends are distinguishes from regular ends by these indices.
Remark 4.8. Note that our definition of index of φ− ψ¯ is invariant under the action
of fractional linear transformation (19). So it is well-defined for a stationary surface
with good singular ends and independent to the choice of coordinates of R41. In
particular, we can always assume that our singular ends do not coincide with poles
of φ,ψ, hence the definition above is valid.
We notice that the poles of φ or ψ are also singularities of d ln(φ− ψ¯) in a general
sense. As a supplement to the definition above, we count their contribution to the
indices of singularities according to
Lemma 4.9. Suppose φ is a meromorphic function in a neighborhood Dq of q with
one pole of order k, ψ is holomorphic in Dq. Then∮
∂Dq
d ln(φ− ψ¯) = lim
Dq→{q}
∮
∂Dq
φz
φ− ψ¯dz = −2πi · k ,
lim
Dq→{q}
∮
∂Dq
ψ¯z¯
φ− ψ¯ dz¯ = 0 .
(When φ is holomorphic and ψ has a pole we have a similar result with a different
sign.)
Proof. By the residue theorem, and simple estimation using
φz
φ− ψ¯ −
φz
φ− ψ(q) =
(ψ¯ − ψ(q))φz
(φ− ψ¯)(φ− ψ(q)) .
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4.3 An index theorem
Proposition 4.10. Let φ,ψ :M → C∪{∞} be meromorphic functions on a compact
Riemann surface M . Suppose that φ = ψ¯ on {pj , j = 1, · · · , k}. Denote the degree
of a holomorphic mapping φ by deg φ. Then we have∑
jindpj(φ− ψ¯) = deg φ− degψ . (35)
Proof. Without loss of generality, suppose that φ,ψ have distinct poles {ql} and
{qˆm}, whose orders sum to deg φ and degψ, respectively. In particular, pj ’s are
distinct from them. d ln(φ − ψ¯) is an exact 1-form on the supplement of these
distinct points. By Stokes formula we get
2πi·
k∑
j=1
indpj(φ− ψ¯) =
k∑
j=1
lim
Dpj→{pj}
∮
∂Dpj
d ln(φ− ψ¯)
= −
k1∑
l=1
lim
Dql→{ql}
∮
∂Dql
d ln(φ− ψ¯)−
k2∑
m=1
lim
Dqˆm→{qˆm}
∮
∂Dqˆm
d ln(φ− ψ¯)
= 2πi(deg φ− degψ) .
The last equality follows from Lemma 4.9 (note that ψ(ql) is a complex number
when ql is a pole of φ). The conclusion follows.
Corollary 4.11. Let φ and ψ be holomorphic maps from M to CP 1 satisfying φ 6= ψ¯
on M . Then deg φ = degψ.
Remark 4.12. This corollary could also be proved by considering the mapping φ−ψ¯ :
M → CP 1 = C ∪ {∞} and counting the number of inverse images of 0 and ∞,
separately. Proposition 4.10 appears later as a corollary of Theorem 5.1. See (39).
5 Gauss-Bonnet type formulas
After detailed discussion of singular ends and their indices, now we are in the position
to state and prove the following index theorem.
Theorem 5.1. Let x : M → R41 be a complete, oriented stationary surface given
by (18) in terms of φ,ψ,dh which are meromorphic functions/forms defined on a
compact Riemann surface M (i.e., it is of algebraic type). It may have good singular
ends, but no bad singular ends. Then the total Gaussian curvature and total normal
curvature are related with the indices at the ends pj (singular or regular) by the
following formulas:∫
M
K⊥dM = 0 ; (36)∫
M
KdM = −4π degφ+ 2π
∑
j
(
ind+pj(φ− ψ¯) + indpj(φ− ψ¯)
)
(37)
= −4π degψ + 2π
∑
j
(
ind+pj(φ− ψ¯)− indpj (φ− ψ¯)
)
. (38)
From (37) (38) we have equivalent identities:∑
j indpj(φ− ψ¯) = deg φ− degψ . (39)∫
M
KdM = −2π
(
degφ+ degψ −
∑
j ind
+
pj(φ− ψ¯)
)
. (40)
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Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that the meromorphic functions φ on
M have poles {pr+1, · · · , pm} which are distinct from the ends {p1, · · · , pr}. Take
disjoint neighborhoods of p1, · · · , pr, pr+1, · · · , pm respectively and denote them by
D1, · · · ,Dr,Dr+1, · · · ,Dm.
By assumption, the ends are regular ends or good singular ends, around which the
curvature integral must converge absolutely (Proposition 4.3). Hence the limit
lim
Dj→{pj}
∫
M−⋃Dj
(−K + iK⊥)dM
is well-defined and independent of the limit process Dj → {pj} for all 1 ≤ j ≤ m.
Apply Stokes theorem to M −⋃mj=1Dj and invoke (25). We obtain∫
M
(−K + iK⊥)dM = 2i lim
Dj→{pj}
∫
M−⋃Dj
φzψ¯z¯
(φ− ψ¯)2dz ∧ dz¯
= 2i
m∑
j=1
lim
Dj→{pj}
∫
∂Dj
φz
φ− ψ¯dz .
The singularities of the 1-form φz
φ−ψ¯dz come from either the zeros of φ − ψ¯ when
j ≤ r, or the poles of φ when j ≥ r + 1. In the first case, by Lemma 4.5 the limit
for each j = 1, · · · , r is either ind(φ − ψ¯) or zero, depending on whether the index
is positive or negative. In the second case, the limit is the order of the pole of φ by
Lemma 4.9. Taking sum we get (36) and (37).
(38) is derived in a similar fashion by considering ψ¯z¯
φ−ψ¯dz¯ instead of
φz
φ−ψ¯dz when
using Stokes theorem. Taking the sum or the difference of (37) and (38), we obtain
(40) and (39), respectively.
Remark 5.2. When there are no singular ends, all indices vanish and we obtain a
simplified version of these formulas:∫
M
KdM = −4π degφ = −4π degψ.
The reason for deg φ = degψ has been explained in the comments following Corol-
lary 4.11. In particular, for M → R3, φ = −1/ψ, which is never equal to ψ¯. Hence
we get the classical result.
Remark 5.3. On the other hand, even in the codimension-2 case, under our hypoth-
esis there is still ∫
M
K⊥dM = 0.
This looks peculiar, since one expects to see something related with the Euler char-
acteristic of the normal bundle. A natural explanation is as below.
First observe that we may add the light cone at infinity to the ambient space
R41 and get a conformal compact Lorentz manifold Q
4
1 [24]. This is the same as one
did in Mo¨bius geometry where the compactification Rn ∪ {∞} = Sn is obtained
via an inversion or the stereographic projection. Put it rigorously, we may use the
classical construction of light cone model. See [24] for details of Lorentzian conformal
geometry, where Q41 is identified with the set of null lines in R
6
2, which is topologically
S3 × S1/{±1} endowed with the Lorentz metric gS3 ⊕ (−gS1).
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Next, a stationary surface satisfying the assumption of Theorem 5.1 indeed could
be compactified in Q41. This gives a natural realization and visualization of Huber’s
compactification M =M\{p1 · · · , pr}. The extended map
M → Q41
is generally not C∞, but C1,α [20] (possibly branched at those pj located on the
light cone at infinity). The non-existence of bad singular ends should guarantee that
the normal bundle has a nice extension to these ends.
Finally, Q41 = S
3 × S1/{±1} has a globally defined time-like vector field. Re-
stricting to any spacelike surface M → Q41 and considering the projection of this
vector field to its normal plane at each point, we obtain a time-like (non-zero) global
section of the rank-2 normal bundle, which shows that the normal bundle is trivial.
Remark 5.4. It is interesting to compare with similar formulas for complete minimal
surfaces in R4 with finite total curvature [14]:∫
M
KdM = −2π(deg φ+ degψ),
∫
M
K⊥dM = 2π(deg φ− degψ). (41)
Here φ,ψ correspond to the two components of the Gauss map into the Grassman-
nian
G(2, 2) = {oriented 2-planes in R4} = S2 × S2.
Note that deg φ,degψ are not necessarily equal to each other, and the normal bundle
is non-trivial in general. These formulas were obtained earlier by Chern and Spanier
[6] for closed oriented surfaces in R4.
Definition 5.5. The multiplicity of a regular or singular end pj for a stationary
surface in R41 is defined to be
d˜j = dj − ind+pj ,
where dj+1 is equal to the order of the pole of the vector-valued meromorphic 1-form
xzdz at pj.
At a regular end pj , ind
+(pj) = 0. So our definition of the multiplicity of an end
coincides with the old one for minimal M2 → R3.
As a corollary of Theorem 5.1 and Definition 5.5 we obtain the following Gauss-
Bonnet type theorem.
Theorem 5.6 (the generalized Jorge-Meeks formula). Given an algebraic stationary
surface x : M → R41 whose ends {p1, · · · , pr} = M −M are regular ends or good
singular ends. Let g be the genus of compact Riemann surface M , r the number of
ends, and dj the multiplicity of pj. We have
∫
M
KdM = 2π

2− 2g − r − r∑
j=1
d˜j

 , ∫
M
K⊥dM = 0 . (42)
Proof. Up to a Lorentz rotation (19) we may assume that φ,ψ do not have poles at
ends {p1, · · · , pr}. Thus these ends are exactly the poles of dh. So
∑
pole(dh) =
r∑
j=1
(dj + 1) =
r∑
j=1
d˜j +
r∑
j=1
ind+ + r.
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On the other hand, zeros of dh should be regular points of x : M → R41, hence
corresponds precisely to poles of φ or ψ with the same order. Taking sum we get∑
zero(dh) = deg φ+ degψ.
By the well-known formula for the meromorphic 1-form dh counting its zeros and
poles over a compact Riemann surface M :∑
zero(dh)−
∑
pole(dh) = −χ(M) = 2g − 2.
Together with
∫
M KdM = −2π
(
deg φ+ degψ −∑ j ind+) ((40) in Theorem 5.1),
the first formula is proved. The second one is just (36) in Theorem 5.1.
Remark 5.7. It is interesting to compare with Kusner’s version of Gauss-Bonnet
formula involving the total branching order (Lemma 1.2. in [20]). SupposeM → R3
is a branched immersion with a C1,α compactification M → S3, then Kusner says∫
M
KdM = 2π(χ(M)− η(M) + β(M)).
In our terms, χ(M) = 2 − 2g − r is the Euler number of M , η(M) = ∑rj=1 dj is
the sum of multiplicities of the ends, and β(M) the total branching order. To relate
with our result, for a good singular end p, without loss of generality we may write
a local Weierstrass representation over a punctuated neighborhood of z = 0:
φ = zkφ0, ψ = z
k+lψ0, dh = z
−ndz, (43)
where n, k, l are integers (l > 0), φ0, ψ0 are non-zero holomorphic functions around
z = 0.
If k = 0, n > 0, we have a regular end where xzdz has a n-th order pole, hence
the multiplicity at this end is n− 1.
If k > 0, n = 0, we have a good branch point with branching order k which
equals |ind(φ− ψ¯)| = ind+(φ− ψ¯). Note that ds = |φ− ψ¯||dh| = (|z|k + o(|z|k))|dz|
in this case, which fails to hold for a singular point/end (l = 0).
When n, k, l are all positive, it is natural to count both contributions coming
from the poles of dh and from the zeros (branching orders) of φ− ψ¯. This justifies
Definition 5.5 and Theorem 5.6. (For more on Gauss-Bonnet theorem involving
branch points, see [9] and references therein.)
Proposition 5.8. Let x : D2−{0} → R41 be a regular or a good singular end which
is further assumed to be complete at z = 0. Then its multiplicity satisfies d˜ ≥ 1.
Proof. We need only to consider a good singular end with a local Weierstrass rep-
resentation (43) and positive n, k, l as above. By definition, the multiplicity of
this end is d = n − 1, and the index of singular end is ind+ = k. The metric
ds = |φ − ψ¯||dh| = (|z|k−n + o(|z|k−n))|dz| is complete around z = 0. This implies
n − k ≥ 1. The period condition (20) excludes the possibility of n − k = 1. Hence
n− k ≥ 2 and we have d˜ = d− k = n− 1− k ≥ 1.
As a direct consequence of this proposition and Theorem 5.6, we obtain
Corollary 5.9 (The Chern-Osserman type inequality). Let x : M → R41 be an
algebraic stationary surface without bad singular ends, M =M ∪ {q1, · · · , qr}, then∫
KdM ≤ 2π(χ(M)− r) = 4π(1 − g − r). (44)
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Corollary 5.10 (Quantization of total Gaussian curvature). Under the same as-
sumptions of Theorem 5.6, when φ,ψ are not constants (equivalently, when x is not
a flat surface in R30), we always have∫
M
KdM = −4πk,
where k ≥ 1 is a positive integer.
Proof. This follows directly from (37)(38) except the inequality
∫
M KdM ≤ −4π.
Suppose this is not true and
∫
M KdM ≥ 0 for a complete stationary surface. By
Corollary 5.9, this implies g + r ≤ 1. There must be at least one end. So g = 0
and r = 1. If this unique end is regular, by (37) we obtain contradiction since
deg φ ≥ 1. So this end is a good singular end. Without loss of generality we may
assume that the index at this end is negative. But again by (37) we have the same
contradiction.
6 Typical methods to construct new examples
In this section and below we will construct many new complete algebraic stationary
surfaces x : M → R41 which are topologically punctuated 2-spheres (genus zero) with
finite total curvature.
To find a new stationary surface x : M → R41, the typical method we used is
to find out the Weierstrass data according the prescribed information. Specifically,
one may choose either of methods below, or combine some of them:
(1) Write out the vector-valued differential xzdz directly with prescribed poles
or Laurent expansions so that it has a desired behavior locally (around an end) or
globally (like being a graph over a plane).
(2) Deform the expression of xzdz or the Weierstrass data of a known minimal
surface in R3 to obtain new examples.
(3) Using geometric conditions to determine the divisors (the distribution of zeros
and poles) of the Gauss maps φ,ψ and height differential dh. Then write out the
algebraic expressions explicitly and find out the range of the parameters by solving
the regularity condition and the period condition.
Remark 6.1. To construct a regular complete stationary surface, usually we find out
a pair of meromorphic functions φ,ψ on a Riemann surface M as candidates of the
Gauss maps; then we have to verify that
φ(z) = ψ¯(z)
has no solution z ∈ M . It is quite often that φ = ψ(z, t), ψ = ψ(z, t) depending
on a multi-parameter t, and we have to find out the domain Ω so that when t ∈ Ω
the equation φ(z, t) = ψ¯(z, t) has no solution z ∈M . This type of equation is quite
unusual to the knowledge of the authors. Most of the time we have to deal with this
problem by handwork. See discussions in the proof to Theorem 7.2 and Theorem 8.2
for example. Note that M → R3 is a rare case where we overcome this difficulty
easily since φ = −1/ψ will never equal to ψ¯.
Compared with the case R3, another difference is that in R41 embedded complete
examples are abundant as shown below.
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6.1 Method 1: Prescribing xzdz with 〈xz,xz〉 = 0
Here we demonstrate this method by constructing stationary graphs over a 2-
dimensional plane in R41.
Example 6.2 (The graph of a harmonic function). Let R30 denote the 3-dimensional
subspace orthogonal to (0, 0, 1, 1); it is endowed with a degenerate metric. A station-
ary surface in R30 can always be written as
x = (u, v, f(u, v), f(u, v)), (45)
where f(u, v) is a harmonic function of the variables (u, v). Taking F (z) = F (u+iv)
as an entire function on the whole z-plane and let f = Re(F ); this will produce a
complete graph over (u, v)-plane with flat metric. These are simplest new exam-
ples which are completely embedded in R41 with finite total curvature
∫
KdM =∫
K⊥dM = 0.
Example 6.3 (A complete graph over R2). Let
xzdz =
(
1,
√
2i, cosh(z), sinh(z)
)
dz (46)
which satisfies
〈xz,xz〉 = 0, |xz|2 = 3 + | cosh2(z)| − | sinh2(z)| ∈ [2, 4] ⊂ R.
It defines a complete stationary graph x : C→ R41:
x(u, v) = 2
(
u,−
√
2v, sinh(u) cos(v), cosh(u) cos(v)
)
. (z = u+ iv, u, v ∈ R)
It is singly periodical (with respect to v) and not flat. So the total curvature does
not converge absolutely. Related with this fact, its Weierstrass data is
φ = (1−
√
2)e−z, ψ = (1 +
√
2)e−z, dh =
1
2
ez.
Each of them has an essential singularity at the end z =∞. Also note φ 6= ψ¯.
Remark 6.4. In contrast with Meeks-Rosenberg’s uniqueness theorem of the helicoid
in R3 [25], these examples in R41 are also complete, simply connected, and properly
embedded. In Proposition 8.4 we will see that the Enneper surface could be de-
formed in R41 to satisfy these conditions. Together with the generalized helicoid in
Example 7.7 there are lots of such examples.
To find embedded minimal surfaces in R3, a basic result [32] says that any
embedded minimal end of finite total curvature must be either a catenoidal end
(asymptotic to a half-catenoid) or a planar end (asymptotic to a plane); one annular
end with finite total curvature is embedded if and only if the multiplicity is 1.
In R41 there is much more freedom to construct embedded ends. The next family
of examples shows that the multiplicity of such an end can take the value of any
positive integer. In particular these examples show that Schoen’s characterization
of the catenoid does not generalize to R41 (see the discussion in the introduction).
Example 6.5 (A complete graph over a punctured timelike plane). Write
xzdz =
(
zn +
1
zn
,−i(zn − 1
zn
)
,
√
3i, 1
)
dz. n ∈ Z, n ≥ 2. (47)
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As the previous example, this is embedded as a graph over the (x3, x4) plane (yet
punctuated at (0, 0)) with two ends z = 0,∞. Since
|xz|2 = 2(|z|n + 1|z|n + 1) ≥ 6,
this surface is complete and regular. When z → 0, (x1, x2) → ∞, (x3, x4) → (0, 0),
so z = 0 is a planar end with an asymptotic plane. xzdz has a pole of order n at
z = 0, so the multiplicity of this embedded planar end is d0 = n − 1. Similarly the
end z =∞ is embedded with multiplicity d∞ = n+1. The total Gaussian curvature
− ∫ KdM = 4πn is finite due to Theorem 5.6. For the reader’s convenience we give
φ = λ¯ · zn, ψ = λ¯ · 1
zn
, dh = λdz, λ =
1 +
√
3i
2
.
6.2 Method 2: Deforming known examples
Example 6.6 (Al´ıas-Palmer deformation). Let x : M → R3 be a minimal surface
given by
xzdz = (1− g2, i(1 + g2), 2g, 0)ω
and suppose that ω, gω, g2ω are all exact 1-forms, i.e., it has no real or imaginary
periods along any closed path. Al´ıas and Palmer [2] introduced a deformation with
complex parameter a ∈ C\R−:
xzdz =
(
1− ag2, i(1 + ag2), (1 + a)g, (1 − a)g
)
ω.
In terms of our Weierstrass data,
φ =
1
g
, ψ = −ag = a · −1
φ
, dh = gω. (48)
It is easy to show that when a is not a negative real number, this deformation still
satisfies the regularity and period conditions and preserves the completeness property.
By this deformation Al´ıas and Palmer produced a generalization of the Enneper
surface in R41 [2]. On the other hand, the catenoid can not be deformed in this way
due to the existence of imaginary period.
Below we will see that, given a minimal surface in R3, there are many ways
to deform it in R41. In Section 8 we can find more general deformations of the
Enneper surface, and show that some of them are embedded. The generalization of
the catenoid in R41 will be given in Example 7.1.
Here we introduce another typical way of deformation in R41 which yields inter-
esting generalization of the k-noids (which also includes the generalization of the
catenoid).
Example 6.7 (The generalized Jorge-Meeks k-noids). Recall that the classical Jorge-
Meeks k-noid x = (x1, x2, x3, 0) : M → R3 ⊂ R41 has genus zero and k catenoidal
ends (k ≥ 2). It is not embedded when k ≥ 3, because these catenoidal ends are sure
to intersect with each other when they are extended sufficiently far away. Fix k and
let λ = e2πi/k. The k-noid is defined by
M = C ∪ {∞}\{λj |, j = 1, · · · , k}, φ = −1
ψ
= zk−1, dh =
zk−1dz
(zk − 1)2 . (49)
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Observe that it has a k-fold rotational symmetry explicitly given by z → λjz on M .
Fix two constants a, b ∈ C such that a2 − b2 = 1, |a|2 − |b|2 > 0, and a, b are
linearly independent over R (for example we may take a =
√
3
2 , b =
i
2). Deform the
corresponding xz = (v1, v2, v3, 0) to
(xˆa,b)z = (v1, v2, av3, bv3) . (50)
By integration we obtain the generalized k-noid xˆa,b :M → R41.
The generalized k-noid xˆa,b is still regular and complete, being conformal (yet not
isometric) to the original x : M → R3. The total curvature is the same ∫ KdM =
−4π(k − 1). Because the first two components are the same as the original surface
in R3, and the original dh is an exact differential, both the horizontal and vertical
period conditions are satisfied. The difference is that our deformation has no self-
intersection.
Proposition 6.8. The generalized k-noid xˆa,b is embedded in R
4
1.
Proof. Suppose there is xˆa,b(z) = xˆa,b(w). Since v3dz = dh = d
−1
k(zk−1) and a, b
are linearly independent over R, by comparing the third and fourth components we
know zk = wk. Thus w = z · λj with λ = e 2piik .
Now we need only to consider the first two components of xˆa,b(z) and xˆa,b(λ
jz),
which are the same as the first two components of x(z),x(λjz). Since x has a k-
fold rotational symmetry on the (x1, x2) plane. Thus xˆa,b(z) = xˆa,b(λ
jz) if, and
only if, their first two components correspond to a fixed point under this rotation.
According to the description of the k-noid, this corresponds to the fixed point of
z → z · λj , i.e. z = 0 or z = ∞. But in either case we have w = z · λj = z. This
confirms the embedding property.
This example, together with the generalized Enneper surfaces (see Proposi-
tion 8.6), show that the Lopez-Ros theorem [22] does not generalize to R41. (See
the discussion in the introduction.)
Remark 6.9. The deformation we introduced above is named the Lorentz deforma-
tion, and used to construct a generalization of the Chen-Gackstatter surface in one
of our preprints [36].
6.3 Method 3: Determine the Weierstrass data with given divisors
This is the most widely used method in constructing examples, describing the related
moduli space, or showing non-existence results under given geometric and topological
conditions.
For example, this is repeatedly used in our classification of complete stationary
surfaces of algebraic type with total curvature
∫
KdM = −4π. See Theorem 7.2
and Theorem 8.2 for the characterizations of the generalized catenoids and the gen-
eralized Enneper surfaces, respectively; the proof to our classification theorem is
finished in our preprint [23].
Here we present a by-product of this exploration, that is, an algebraic, complete
stationary surface with two good singular ends and smallest possible total Gaussian
curvature − ∫M KdM = 8π. The derivation of this example is somewhat technical,
and irrelevant to other parts of this paper. So we leave these details to the other
paper [23].
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Example 6.10 (Genus zero, two good singular ends and
∫
M KdM = −8π).
M = C\{0}, φ = z2(z2 + a), ψ = z
4
z2 + a
, dh =
z2 + a
z4
dz. (a ∈ C\{0})
This example has the following properties:
• Its genus g = 0; the number of ends r = 2; and deg(ψ) = deg(ψ) = 4.
• At the end z = 0, ind0 = 2, d˜0 = 1; at z =∞, ind∞ = −2, d˜∞ = 3.
• Using either of (37),(38) or (42) we get ∫M KdM = −8π.
The regularity, completeness and period conditions are easy to verify, except
that we need to find suitable parameter a such that φ 6= ψ¯ on M = C\{0}. Denote
w = z2. Then φ(w) = w(w + a), ψ = w
2
w+a . When w 6= 0 we have
φ(w) = ψ(w) ⇔ |w + a|2 = w3/|w|2.
So w = rλj with λ = e2πi/3, j ∈ {0, 1, 2}, r ∈ R\{0}. Insert this back into the
equality above we get
φ(w) = ψ(w) ⇔ ∃ j ∈ {0, 1, 2}, s.t. |rλj + a|2 = r.
It is not difficult to see that when a is a sufficiently large positive real number (e.g.
a > 1) there is no (positive) real solution r, hence φ 6= ψ¯ always holds true. A
standard proof is reducing |rλj + a|2 = r to r2 − (a + 1)r + a2 = 0 when j = 1, 2,
and to r2 + (2a − 1)r + a2 = 0 when j = 0. Then both discriminants of these two
quadratic equations are negative when a > 1.
Such an explicit example is a helpful supplement to the discussion of good sin-
gular ends in Section 4, and to the Gauss-Bonnet type formulas in Section 5. Below
we provide a somewhat different example.
Example 6.11 (Genus zero, one good singular end and
∫
KdM = −8π).
M = (C\{0}) ∪ {∞}, φ = z(z2 + az + b), ψ = z
2
z2 + az + b
, dh =
z2 + az + b
z7
.
The good singular end z = 0 has ind = 1 and d˜ = 5. We leave it to the interested
reader to verify that it is regular, complete, and it has no real periods; in particular,
the parameters a, b ∈ C could be chosen suitably so that φ 6= ψ¯ on C\{0}.
7 The generalized catenoid
The catenoid in R3 is not only one of the simplest examples of minimal surfaces,
but also plays an important role as a model surface both in the general theory and
in many constructions. So it is also important to find a suitable generalization in
R41. At the beginning we tried to find an annulus with two catenoidal ends (using
Method 1 above with Laurent series like (53) (54) below), and obtained
Example 7.1 (The generalized catenoids). This is defined over M = C\{0} with
φ = z + t, ψ =
−1
z − t , dh = s
z − t
z2
dz. (−1 < t < 1, s ∈ R\{0}) (51)
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When t = 0, one obtains again the classical catenoid in R3. Conversely, our con-
struction could be viewed as the most natural deformation of the catenoid preserving
the topology, the total curvature and the degree of the Gauss maps.
By contrast, the catenoid in R31 given by (22) has a cone-like singularity, and the
Al´ıas-Palmer deformation [2] fails to satisfy the period condition. In view of these
facts, the following theorem is a nice characterization of the generalized catenoids.
Theorem 7.2. A completely immersed algebraic stationary surface in R41 with total
curvature
∫
K = −4π and two regular ends is a generalized catenoid given above.
Proof. For a complete and immersed algebraic stationary surface M → R41 with∫
K = −4π and two regular ends, by Corollary (5.9) it has genus g = 0. By Huber’s
theorem M is conformal to C\{0} with two ends at z = 0,∞.
Next, by (37) and (38),
∫
K = −4π implies that the Gauss maps φ,ψ have degree
1, hence they are fractional linear functions on C.
At first sight, φ,ψ have six coefficients to choose arbitrarily. But we can apply a
Lorentz transformation in the ambient R41 (whose action on φ, ψ¯ are linear fractional
transformations according to (19) in Remark 2.3), or a change of complex coordinate
z → (αz + β)/(γz + δ), to simplify the expressions of φ,ψ. This is what we want to
do below.
Without loss of generality, we suppose φ(∞) = ∞, ψ(∞) = 0. Otherwise, if
φ(∞) = −d/c, ψ(∞) = −b¯/a¯, we may use linear fractional transformation φ →
(aφ+ b)/(cφ+ d), ψ → (a¯ψ+ b¯)/(c¯ψ+ d¯) (which is non-degenerate since φ 6= ψ¯) and
the effect is as desired.
Up to a change of the complex coordinate z and a Lorentz rotation using (19),
we may normalize the expression of φ so that
φ = z + t
(with parameter t ∈ R); meanwhile, ψ = cz+r with parameters c, r ∈ C.
Once φ,ψ are given as above with r 6= 0, the height differential dh must have a
unique simple zero at z = −r and no poles on C\{0} due to the regularity condition
(Theorem 2.4). Thus
dh = s
z + r
zk
dz
with parameters s ∈ C, k ∈ Z. Completeness implies 1 ≤ k ≤ 3. By Proposition 5.8,
each end has multiplicity at least 1, hence k = 2. When r = 0 this expression for
dh is still valid. So we have
φ = z + t, ψ =
c
z + r
, dh = s
z + r
z2
dz, t ∈ R, c, r, s ∈ C.
To decide the possible values of the parameters, invoking the period condition (20),
we deduce
s, c ∈ R\{0}, r = −t ∈ R.
Now that φ = z + t, ψ = cz−t , by the regularity condition φ 6= ψ¯, the parameters
c, t ∈ R must be chosen so that the equation
zz¯ + t(z¯ − z)− c− t2 = 0
has no solution z. If there is some z, c, t satisfying this equation, comparing the
imaginary and real parts separately shows that either t = 0, c ≥ 0, or z ∈ R, c+ t2 ≥
0. Thus φ 6= ψ¯ always holds true if, and only if, the real parameters c, t satisfy
c < −t2.
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After the following change of complex coordinate z, together with a change of frames
in ambient space R41 as below (see Remark 2.3):
z˜ =
1√−cz, φ˜ =
1√−cφ, ψ˜ =
1√−cψ, d˜h =
√−cdh ,
we get the desired Weierstrass data
φ˜ = z˜ + t˜, ψ˜ =
−1
z˜ − t˜ , d˜h = s˜
z˜ − t˜
z˜2
dz˜,
with parameters c˜ = −1, s˜ = √−cs ∈ R\{0} and
t˜ =
t√−c ∈ (−1, 1) ⊂ R.
This finishes the proof. In particular, the discussion above has shown that Exam-
ple 7.1 is completely immersed without singular ends.
It is interesting to examine the properties of the generalized catenoid and com-
pare it with the catenoid in R3.
Proposition 7.3. The generalized catenoid has the following properties:
(1) It is embedded in R41.
(2) There is a symmetry between its two ends. In other words, there is an
isometry of R41 which interchanges these two ends and preserves the whole surface
invariant.
(3) Unlike the catenoid in R3 or R31, the generalized catenoid has only a finite
symmetry group when t 6= 0.
(4) Two generalized catenoids are congruent to each other (up to a dilation and
a Lorentz isometry) if and only if their parameters share the same absolute value |t|.
(5) It is not contained in any 3-dimensional subspace when t 6= 0. Each end is
embedded and asymptotic to a half catenoid in a 3-dimensional Euclidean subspace.
Proof. Up to a dilation and a translation we may take s = 1 and write
x = 2 Re
[(
z +
t2 + 1
z
,−i
(
z +
t2 − 1
z
)
, 2 ln z,
2t
z
)]
. (52)
To verify embeddedness, it suffices to show that the four components of x determine
a unique z on C\{0}. The third component gives the module |z|. Combined with
this information, using the fourth and the second component of x we can derive the
real and imaginary part of z, separately. Thus there is a unique z corresponding to
a given x(z). So the generalized catenoid is embedded.
The end behavior is determined by the Laurent expansion
xz =
1
z2
w−2 +
1
z
w−1 +w0, (53)
where the coefficient vectors (written as column vectors) are
w−2 =


−(1 + t2)
−i(1− t2)
0
−2t

 , w−1 =


0
0
2
0

 , w0 =


1
−i
0
0

 . (54)
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One may verify directly that the Lorentz transformation x→ A0x with
A0 =
1
1− t2


−1− t2 0 0 2t
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
−2t 0 0 1 + t2


will preserve the vector-valued 1-form xzdz but interchange its two poles. This
proves conclusion (2).
On the other hand, if there is a continuous 1-parameter family of Lorentz trans-
formations preserving xzdz as given above, each A in this family must have invariant
subspaces
V−2 = Span{Re(w−2), Im(w−2)} = Span{(1+t21−t2 , 0, 0, 2t1−t2 ), (0, 1, 0, 0)},
V−1 = Span{w−1} = Span{(0, 0, 1, 0)},
V0 = Span{Re(w0), Im(w0)} = Span{(1, 0, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0, 0)}.
When t 6= 0, V−2, V0 are distinct, and they together span a Lorentz 3-space in
R41 which is orthogonal to w−1. From these information it is easy to see that the
Lorentz transformation A is a reflection with respect to the hyperplane orthogonal
to (0, 1, 0, 0), or is an identity map when it is orientation-preserving. This proves
(3).
We observe that for any spacelike 3-space V in R41, there is a unique timelike
vector v which is future-oriented (i.e. the fourth component is positive) and 〈v,v〉 =
−1, 〈v, V 〉 = 0.
For V ′ = V−2 ⊕ V−1, we have v′ = ( 2t1−t2 , 0, 0, 1+t
2
1−t2 ).
For V ′′ = V0 ⊕ V−1, we have v′′ = (0, 0, 0, 1).
An algebraic invariant associated with the pair {V ′, V ′′} is
〈v′,v′′〉 = 1 + t
2
1− t2 ,
which corresponds to the hyperbolic angle between the two ends, or between the
spacelike 3-spaces V ′, V ′′ containing the asymptotic half catenoids (see next para-
graph). Thus when the values of |t| are different, the corresponding generalized
catenoids are not equivalent. On the other hand, if we reverse the sign of t, the
mapping x will differ by a reflection according to (52). This establishes (4).
By (52) it is easy to see that x(z) is asymptotic to the catenoid
x = 2 Re
(
z +
1
z
,−i
(
z − 1
z
)
, 2 ln z, 0
)
.
in V ′′ when z → ∞,Re(1z ) → 0. At the end z = 0 one can verify in a similar
way that x is asymptotic to a half catenoid in V ′ (or by the symmetry between the
two ends). Also note that V ′, V ′′ span the full R41 when t 6= 0. So the generalized
catenoid is not contained in any 3-dimensional subspace. This finishes the proof to
the final conclusion (5).
Remark 7.4. In the proof to the conclusion (3), we have shown that when t 6= 0, the
symmetry group of a generalized catenoid has order four; this is generated by the
reflection A0, and the reflection A1 = diag(1,−1, 1, 1).
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Remark 7.5. As to the conclusion (4), we can show that any stationary surface of
revolution (i.e. it has a continuous 1-parameter symmetry group) must be contained
in a 3-dimensional subspace of R41. Here the proof is omitted. Regretfully we could
not find this result in the literature.
As in R3, for a stationary surface x : M → R41 there is an associated family of
stationary surfaces xθ :M → R41 with (xθ)zdz = eiθxzdz. They are locally isometric
to each other, yet the period condition might be violated and the topological type
might be different. A typical example is the associated family of the generalized
catenoid, which helps us to define the generalized helicoid.
Example 7.6 (The associated family of the generalized catenoid). This is repre-
sented on C\{0} using (18) with
φ = z + t, ψ =
−1
z − t , dh = λ
z − t
z2
dz, (55)
where the parameter λ is complex and t ∈ (−1, 1) is real as in Example 7.1. When
λ is not a real number, the period condition is not satisfied, and the corresponding
stationary surface in R41 is conformal to the covering space C.
Example 7.7 (The generalized helicoid). When λ is purely imaginary in (55), we
get the generalized helicoid in R41.
It is well-known that the classical catenoid and helicoid in R3 are embedded, but
any other surface in their associated family is not. The same is true in R41.
Proposition 7.8. The generalized catenoids and the generalized helicoids are embed-
ded. Any other stationary surface in the associated family (55) has self-intersection
points. (Indeed, on the universal covering we have a simply-connected stationary
surface whose unique end is not an embedded end.)
Proof. Given φ,ψ,dh as in (55), we write out the immersion explicitly:
x = 2 Re
[
λ
(
z +
t2 + 1
z
,−i
(
z +
t2 − 1
z
)
, 2 ln z,
2t
z
)]
. (56)
Note that ln z is a multi-valued function on C\{0} whose imaginary part is given by
the argument of z. There are three cases to consider:
Case 1: λ = a ∈ R is real and non-zero. This time we get the generalized
catenoid which is shown to be embedded in Proposition 7.3.
Case 2: λ = ib is purely imaginary with b ∈ R.
Notice that Re(ib ln z) (the third component) determines the argument of z. In
other words, if x(z) and x(z′) share the same third component, then z, z′ ∈ C\{0}
must be located in the same ray emanating from z = 0. The fourth component of
x is Re(ibt/z), from which we can fix the module |z| when z is not real. Thus the
imaginary and the real part of the corresponding w = ln z ∈ C on the universal
covering are both determined uniquely.
In the exceptional case when z is on the real axis, because the second component
of x(z) is essentially z − 1−t2z , a monotonic function of the real variable z when
t ∈ (−1, 1), we still conclude that z → x(z) ∈ R41 is injective. This shows that a
generalized helicoid is embedded.
Case 3: λ = a+ ib and a, b ∈ R are both non-zero.
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Denote z = ρ(cos θ+i sin θ) ∈ C\{0}, and w = ln z = ln ρ+iθ ∈ C is a lift to the
universal covering space C on which the mapping x is single-valued. We are looking
for self-intersection points, i.e., point pairs {z, z′} such that ln z 6= ln z′,x(z) = x(z′).
Given the expression (56), we may obtain the values of Re(λz),Re(λz ) from the
first and the fourth components of x(z), and the value of Im(λz + λ(t
2−1)
z ) from the
second component. Combining these information together, we can derive the value
of z + t
2−1
z from x(z). Thus x(z) = x(z
′) implies z′ = z or z′ = t
2−1
z . The case
z′ = z whose lifts differ by w′ − w = 2nπ will not give self-intersection points (by
comparing the values of the third component of x(z)). As a consequence, we have a
self-intersection if, and only if, the following equations are satisfied simultaneously:
z′ =
t2 − 1
z
, (57)
Re(λz) = Re(λz′), (58)
Re(λ ln z) = Re(λ ln z′). (59)
Denote
λ = a+ ib, ln z = ln ρ+ iθ, ln z′ = ln(
t2 − 1
z
) = ln(
1− t2
ρ
) + i(2n + 1)π − iθ),
where n ∈ Z is an arbitrary integer. We recognize that the solutions z = ρeiθ are
located on a family of logarithmic spirals
Ln : 2a ln ρ− 2bθ = cn (60)
where cn = a ln(1 − t2) − b(2n + 1)π is a constant depending only on the values of
the parameter a, b, t, n.
On the other hand, (57) and (58) imply
a cos θ
b sin θ
=
ρ2 + t2 − 1
ρ2 − t2 + 1 . (61)
Consider the limit process z → ∞ along the logarithmic spiral Ln. The solution
θ = θ(ρ) of (60) is monotonically increasing when ρ → +∞, and the range is
θ(ρ) ∈ (−∞,+∞). Then we insert this pair (ρ, θ(ρ)) into (61). The right hand side
of (61) tends to 1, and the left hand side oscillates between (−∞,+∞) periodically.
Thus there are infinitely many (ρ, θ) satisfying (60) and (61) simultaneously, which
finishes our proof.
8 The generalized Enneper surfaces
Example 8.1 (The generalized Enneper surface). This is given by
φ = z, ψ =
c
z
, dh = s · zdz, (62)
or
φ = z + 1, ψ =
c
z
, dh = s · zdz, (63)
with complex parameters c, s ∈ C\{0}. It is clear that this family of examples are
complete without any periods. It has no singular points if and only if the parameter
c = c1 + ic2 is not zero or positive real numbers in the first case (62), and
c1 − c22 +
1
4
< 0 (64)
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in the second case (63).
In (62), when c = −1 we obtain the classical Enneper surface in R3; otherwise
it is almost the same as the Al´ıas-Palmer deformation in Example 6.6.
Theorem 8.2. A completely immersed algebraic stationary surface in R41 with
∫
K =
−4π and one regular end is a generalized Enneper surface given above.
Proof. By (37) (38) and the assumption
∫
K = −4π, φ,ψ must be meromorphic
functions of degree 1. Since on tori and higher genus compact Riemann surfaces
there are no such meromorphic functions, the genus must be 0 and φ,ψ are linear
fractional functions. Suppose M = C with an end at z = ∞. Then Theorem 5.6
implies that the end has multiplicity 3.
As in the proof to Theorem 7.2, without loss of generality we may suppose
φ(∞) =∞, ψ(∞) = 0 (up to a Lorentz rotation in R41).
To further simplify the expressions of linear fractional functions φ,ψ, let us
consider the unique pole of ψ and the unique zero of φ. If these two points coincide,
we may suppose this is the point z = 0 (up to a linear fractional transformation of
the coordinate z). Then it is easy to see that we can simplify to get (62).
Otherwise, suppose the pole of ψ is z = 0 and the zero of φ is z = −1. (Using
linear fractional transform to change the complex coordinate z, we may map three
given points to ∞, 0,−1 on the Riemann sphere.) Then we have
φ = a(z + 1), ψ =
c
z
, dh = s · zdz, a, c, s ∈ C\{0}.
The height differential dh must have this form due to the regularity condition (The-
orem 2.4). Then using (19)
φ→ φ/a, ψ → ψ/a¯, dh→ |a| · dh,
we get the desired Weierstrass data in (63).
The period condition (20) is obviously satisfied. By the regularity condition
φ 6= ψ¯, the parameters c = c1 + ic2 must be chosen so that the equation
0 = zz¯ + z¯ − c¯ = u2 + v2 + u− iv − c1 + ic2
about z = u + iv has no solution. If there are some z, c satisfying this equation,
comparing the imaginary and real parts separately shows that
v = c2, u
2 + u+ c22 − c1 = 0.
Thus φ 6= ψ¯ for any w ∈ C ∪ {∞} if, and only if, the discriminant of the quadratic
equation above (about u) is negative, i.e. c1 − c22 + 14 < 0. This is exactly (64).
Remark 8.3. We have classified complete algebraic stationary surfaces in R41 with
total curvature − ∫ KdM = 4π [23] in another paper. Such surfaces are exactly the
generalized catenoids and Enneper surfaces. This generalizes Osserman’s classifica-
tion result in R3.
The Enneper surface in R3 always intersect with itself along a curve, hence the
Enneper end is not embedded. In contrast, our deformation in R41 in general has an
embedded end (as demonstrated in Proposition 8.6), or could be embedded globally
in the following situation.
Proposition 8.4. The generalized Enneper surface in (63) is embedded when the
parameter c < −14 is real and s is not real or purely imaginary.
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Proof. Using (63), we write out a generalized Enneper surface explicitly:
x = Re
[
s
(
z3
3
+
z2
2
+ cz,−i
(z3
3
+
z2
2
− cz
)
,
1− c
2
z2 − cz, 1 + c
2
z2 + cz
)]
.
If there is an intersection with x(z1) = x(z2) for some z1 6= z2, by the expression
above, any of the following three functions must take the same value at z1 and z2:
Re(sz2), Re(cs
z2
2
− csz), sz
3
3
+
sz2
2
+ s¯c¯z¯. (65)
When c ∈ R\{0}, from the first two functions above we deduce that Re(sz) also
takes the same value at z1 and z2.
Without loss of generality, suppose s = eiθ. By assumption sin θ 6= 0, cos θ 6= 0.
Denote
w = sz = u+ iv, u, v ∈ R.
Inserting this into functions in (65) and Re(sz), we see that each of the following
three functions of w must take the same value at w1 = u1 + iv1 and w2 = u2 + iv2:
Re(w); Re(s¯w2); Re
(
w3
3
+
sw2
2
+ cs2w¯
)
. (66)
By the first one, u1 = u2. Combined with the second one, we obtain a function of
v which takes the same value for v = v1, v2 (since w1 6= w2, we know v1 6= v2) as
below:
cos θ · v2 − sin θ · 2u1v.
By our assumptions, s is not purely imaginary, so cos θ 6= 0, and this is a quadratic
function. Vieta’s formula implies
v1 + v2 = 2u1 tan θ. (67)
Similarly, by the third function in (66) above and u1 = u2, we know the quadratic
function of v
−(u1 + cos θ
2
)v2 + (c sin 2θ − u1 sin θ)v
takes the same value at v = v1, v2. The coefficient u1+
cos θ
2 is non-zero. (Otherwise,
if u1 +
cos θ
2 = 0 = c sin 2θ − u1 sin θ, we deduce c = −14 ; if u1 + cos θ2 = 0 6=
c sin 2θ − u1 sin θ, there must be v1 = v2. In both cases we find contradiction.)
Again by Vieta’s formula,
v1 + v2 =
c sin 2θ − u1 sin θ
u1 +
cos θ
2
. (68)
Combining (67) with (68), we find that u1 ∈ R satisfies
u21 + cos θu1 − c cos2 θ = 0.
Thus the discriminant of this quadratic function of u1 is non-negative. This is a
contradiction with our assumption that c < −14 and cos θ 6= 0. This finishes our
proof.
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Remark 8.5. In general, embeddedness and transversal self-intersection are both
open properties with respect to the parameter s. Thus it is interesting to know what
will happen when s tends to a real number for the generalized Enneper surfaces as
in Proposition 8.4. One can verify that x intersect itself along a curve when s is a
non-zero real number, which is consistent with the open property just mentioned,
because such an intersection pattern is not transversal.
For (63) with other values of parameter c, s, in general it is hard to determine
whether the corresponding Enneper surfaces are embedded or not. But in the special
case of (62), we have a clear conclusion. We may state this result for a class of similar
examples as below:
Proposition 8.6. The simply connected Enneper-type surface x : C→ R41 with
φ = zk, ψ =
c
zk
, dh = s · zkdz, k ∈ Z+, c, s ∈ C\{0} (69)
is regular with two self-intersection points when c /∈ R. Thus outside a compact
subset it has an embedded end (of multiplicity d = 2k + 1).
Proof. The regularity and completeness is easy to show. In particular, we know
φ 6= ψ¯ for z ∈ C (otherwise from φ = zk, ψ = c/zk we deduce c ∈ R, a contradiction),
and the end at z =∞ is not a singular end.
By (69) we obtain
x = Re
[
s
(
z2k+1
2k + 1
+ cz,−i
( z2k+1
2k + 1
− cz
)
,
1− c
k + 1
zk+1,
1 + c
k + 1
zk+1
)]
.
We compare the third and the fourth components of x, which are both linear com-
bination of the real and imaginary parts of zk+1. Since c /∈ R, these two combina-
tions are linearly independent over R. Thus when there is a self-intersection with
x(z) = x(w), z 6= w, we conclude
zk+1 = wk+1, w = z · e 2piik+1 .
The first and second components of x(z),x(w) are equal, hence f(z) = f(w) where
f(z) =
s
2k + 1
z2k+1 + s¯c¯z¯.
So f(z) = f(w) = f(ze
2pii
k+1 ) = e
−2pii
k+1 f(z), and
f(z) = 0, i.e.
s
2k + 1
z2k+1 = −s¯c¯z¯.
There are 2k+2 solutions to this equation, which have the same module 2k
√
(2k + 1)|c|
(a fixed constant), and differ with each other by a factor λj(0 ≤ j ≤ 2k + 1)
with λ = e
pi
√−1
k+1 . Given one solution z0, then {z0, z0λ2, · · · , z0λ2k} are mapped
by x to the same point in R41, which is a self-intersection of multiplicity k + 1.
For {z0λ, z0λ3, · · · , z0λ2k+1} we get the other self-intersection. This finishes our
proof.
Remark 8.7. The example (69) can be viewed as a generalization of both the example
(62) and the Enneper surfaces in R3 with higher dihedral symmetry.
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9 Open problems
The previous results on finite total Gaussian curvature and on embedded examples
motivate us to consider some deeper and harder problems.
Problem 1. Introduce suitable index for a stationary end x : D\{0} → R41 whose
Gauss map φ or ψ has an essential singularity at z = 0 and the integral of Gaussian
curvature converges absolutely around this end. (Then we shall establish a Gauss-
Bonnet type theorem for complete stationary surfaces which must involve such in-
dices and the total Gaussian curvature.)
We have constructed examples like (3.2) with finite total Gaussian curvature
and essential singularities for the Gauss maps φ,ψ. It is surprising that the total
Gaussian curvature
∫
KdM (as well as
∫
K⊥dM) are still quantized.
Indeed, according to [12], under the assumption of finite total curvature, the area
of geodesic balls of radius r at any fixed point must grow at most quadratically in
r. Moreover, ∫
M
KdM + lim
r→∞
2A(r)
r2
= 2πχ(M). (70)
This formula unifies Jorge-Meeks formula (26) (see also Theorem 5.6) and other
Gauss-Bonnet type formulas.
In our opinion, it looks plausible to introduce some topological index for a wide
class of essential singularities, which we desire to be simple to compute and coincide
with the area growth rate above when the end has finite total curvature. Once this
is done we obtain Gauss-Bonnet type theorem by (70). Regretfully it is unclear
whether finite total curvature can determine the types of essential singularities of
the Gauss maps φ,ψ at one end in a satisfying way.
Problem 2. Can we extend Collin’s theorem to R41? In other words, assume that
x : M → R41 is a properly embedded complete stationary surface of finite topological
type (i.e., M is homeomorphic to a compact surface with finite punctures), and the
number of ends is at least two, does x always has finite total Gaussian curvature?
In Section 6 to 8 we have constructed many embedded complete stationary sur-
faces in R41, and refuted the conclusions of the Lopez-Ros theorem and Meeks-
Rosenberg theorem under the assumption of embeddedness (see the introduction
and Section 6). A deeper result on properly embedded minimal surfaces in R3 is
Collin’s theorem [7] IfM ⊂ R3 is a properly embedded minimal surface with
finite topology and more than one end, then M has finite total Gaussian curvature.
It seems that embeddedness is not quite restrictive for complete stationary sur-
faces in the 4-dimensional Lorentz space according to our observations before. So at
the beginning we tried to find simple counterexamples to the conclusion of Collin’s
theorem in R41.
The first attempt is by using the stationary graph like Example 6.3, which is com-
plete, embedded, with infinite total curvature. If we can modify (46) by introducing
one more end while preserving other proterties, then we get a counterexample. So
we consider
xzdz = (1,
√
2i, cosh(z2 + z−2), sinh(z2 + z−2))dz.
Obviously, xz is still isotropic, and the term z
2 + z−2 is to introduce a new pole at
z = 0 without any periods. By the first two components, x = Re
∫
xzdz is still a
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graph and embedded in R41. It is also not difficult to compute out the Gauss maps
φ,ψ explicitly and then to show the total absolute curvature diverges at z = ∞.
Thus it meets our expectation perfectly. Unfortunately, it fails to be complete at
z = 0. So this is not a counterexample.
The second candidate modifies the construction above in another way:
xzdz =
(
zk − 1
zk
,−i(zk + 1
zk
)
, 2 cosh(z), 2 sinh(z)
)
dz.
The Gauss maps are φ = zkez, ψ = − ez
zk
, which is the same as Example 3.4 and 3.5.
So it has finite total curvature when k ≥ 2. If k = 1, although the total curvature
diverges as desired, the period condition is not satisfied and the universal covering
surface is C with a unique end. In either case it is not a counterexample.
The third candidate is the generalized catenoid in Example 7.1 which is complete,
embedded, with genus zero and two ends; but now we take t = 1, i.e.
φ = z + 1, ψ =
−1
z − 1 , dh =
z − 1
z2
dz.
This is still regular and embedded as shown in Proposition 7.3. Since now we have
a bad singular end z = 0, the total Gaussian curvature does not converge absolutely
(see Section 4). The trouble is that it is not complete at the singular end z = 0 as
required (because ds = |xz||dz| = |φ− ψ¯||dh| = |zz¯+z¯−zzz¯ ||dz|, and the integration of
|xz ||dz| along the real axis z ∈ R gives a finite number).
Because simple counter-examples are not found, we suspect that Collin’s theorem
might still be true for stationary surfaces in R41. This question might deeply influence
our understanding of the embedding problem as well as the surface class with finite
total curvature.
Problem 3. Assume that a complete stationary surface in R41 has finite total Gaus-
sian curvature, i.e.
∫ |K|dM < +∞. Does it imply that ∫ | −K + iK⊥|dM < +∞?
This problem was mentioned in Remark 2.6. In particular, if the conclusion
is true, we conjecture that the integration of the normal curvature vanishes, i.e.,∫
K⊥dM = 0. See Remark 5.3 for related discussions.
Problem 4. Estimate the possible number of exceptional values of the Gauss maps
φ and ψ of complete stationary surfaces in R41. In particular, can we generalize
Fujimoto’s Theorem [11]to R41?
When the complete stationary surface is assumed to be algebraic, we can use the
same method as Osserman [29] to show that if the surface has no singular ends, then
the exceptional values of either of φ,ψ is no more than 4 [21]. If we allow singular
ends, then we can obtain a weaker conclusion that at least one of the exceptional
values of any of φ and ψ is no more than 4. If we add the condition of finite total
Gaussian curvature, then the number 4 could be replaced by 3. All these are similar
to the case of R3. The next step is to assume only completeness and try to generalize
Fujimoto’s Theorem [11].
Note that it is also interesting to consider the upper bound of the exceptional
spacelike or timelike directions [21].
Problem 5. Apply our theory to study spacelike Willmore surfaces in Lorentzian
space forms and Laguerre minimal surfaces in R3.
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As mentioned in the introduction, this is the original motivation for our explo-
ration reported in this paper. Stationary surfaces in R41 are special examples of
spacelike Willmore surfaces in Lorentzian space forms [24]. When being complete
with planar ends (the definition is similar to the case of R3), such surfaces will com-
pactify to be compact Willmore surfaces in Q41, the universal compactification of
4-dimensional Lorentz space forms. This construction yields all compact Willmore
2-spheres in Q41 [24], [35]. In particular, it is interesting to know whether there exist
Willmore 2-spheres in Q41 with Willmore functional 4πk, (k = 2, 3, 5, 7). Note that
k = 2, 3, 5, 7 are all exceptional values for immersed Willmore 2-spheres in S3 [3],
[4], [13].
A stationary surface in R41 also corresponds to the so-called Laguerre Gauss map
of a Laguerre minimal surface in R3 [34]. So our theory provide a direct method to
construct examples of Laguerre minimal surfaces and to study their global geometry.
Problem 6. Can we have any general result about the equation
φ = ψ¯ (∗)
for a pair of meromorphic functions φ,ψ over a Riemann surface?
To the best of our knowledge, there is no general theory on such equations. We
collect some known facts on this problem.
• There exist many pairs of functions {φ,ψ} for which there is no solutions to
equation (∗). For example, in Example 6.6, 7.1 and 8.1 we take ψ ≡ cφ+a . When
the parameter a, c are chosen suitably there is no solution to cφ+a = ψ = φ¯.
Another example is Example 3.2.
• For meromorphic functions φ,ψ over compact Riemann surface M , if there is
no solution to equation (∗), then deg φ = degψ (see Corollary 4.11 or Theo-
rem 5.1). This a necessary but not sufficient condition for the non-existence
of solutions.
• Regard (∗) as zeros of complex harmonic function φ − ψ¯. Since this is a
complex-valued function with convergent power series (analytic function), its
zero locus is a union of isolated points and some analytic arcs which might
meet at some vertex (at each vertex there are finitely many of such arcs).
In two concrete problems we need to deal with this technical trouble. One is
in the classification of complete algebraic stationary surfaces with total curvature
− ∫ KdM = 4π [23], where we rule out the case with good singular end by showing
that there always exist other singular points with φ = ψ¯.
The other one is in Problem 1. When considering one end with an essential
singularity of given φ,ψ , we want to know whether there will be infinitely many
singular points z such that φ(z) = ψ(z) in the neighborhood of this end. By the
theorem of Weierstrass, around an essential singularity of a holomorphic function φ,
it may take almost every complex value infinitely many times. Thus the conclusion
to our problem seems quite unclear.
Final remarks
We may compare to the theory of minimal surfaces in R4. In that case, we still
have a pair of Gauss maps φ,ψ into CP 1 × CP 1. This target space is endowed
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with its standard Ka¨hler form, and the unitary group action induced from CP 3. So
it suffices to study the Ka¨hler geometry of CP 1 × CP 1. In particular, Osserman’s
theorem [28] and Fujimoto’s theory [11] are based on this observation.
For stationary surfaces in R41, the two Gauss maps together gives a mapping
(φ, ψ¯) : M −→ Q2 , {(z, w¯) ∈ CP 1 × CP 1 | z 6= w¯},
p 7→ (φ(p), ψ(p)).
The target space is an open 2-dimensional complex manifold homeomorphic to S2×
S2 with the diagonal removed. The projective action of the Lorentz isometries on
R41 induces an action of SL(2,C) on this Q
2 (Remark 2.3):
A · (z, w¯) 7→
(
az + b
cz + d
,
aw¯ + b
cw¯ + d
)
, A =
(
a b
c d
)
∈ SL(2,C).
Under this action we have an invariant complex 2-form
Θ ,
1
(z − w¯)2 dz ∧ dw¯, (71)
whose pull-back toM via the mapping (φ, ψ¯) is exactly the curvature form −K+iK⊥
up to a constant by (25). Thus we have to study a new geometry of(
Q2, Θ, SL(2,C)
)
,
which is related with both the problem of finite total curvature (Problem 1, 2, 3)
and the value distribution problem of φ,ψ (Problem 4, 6).
Now let us explain several previous results from this viewpoint. It is easy to
see that there is no SL(2,C)-invariant area form on any component of CP 1 ×CP 1.
Thus Osserman’s original argument (that finite total Gaussian curvature implies no
essential singularity of the Gauss map) does not apply at here. In particular we
have counter-examples in Section 3.
Singular points/ends now appear as intersections of the mapping (φ, ψ¯) with the
diagonal {(z, w¯) ∈ CP 1 × CP 1 | z = w¯}, on which Θ tends to ∞. Thus at singular
ends the curvature integral is improper. It is a subtle question why this integral
converges absolutely exactly when this is a good singular end. See Proposition 4.3.
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